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The S. E. C. workshop has no ceilinG on hours. And my staff often feels
that their modest rate of pay is the sub-basement rather than the floor for
wages. I fear we do violate all blown union rules and principles, as our overtime reaches astronomical proportions. The other day a group in l~ office
(some of whom had worked until three o'clock that morning) worked with me incessantly, past luncheon and past dinner - without interruption until nine
o'clock at night. I pronounced it a job well done. One spoke up and said,
IlWewill substitute flattery for food any day; but our wives have reached the
point of rebellion.1I
But we are young; and there is adventure in our workshop. We have not
settled down to the routine of action by tradition. No one has built us a
magnificent building - we are in an office building, an apartment house, and an
hotel. And we ride in elevators that some museum will soon discover (and we
hope, bid for) with glee. All parts of us have not yet been declared either
constitutional or unconstitutional. Each Congress has added materially to our
powers until now VIe are almost at t.hepeak of our growth. But vte are manned
vnth youth - youth intensely loyal to the objectives of the four statutes under
which we operate; youth sobered with heavy responsibility; youth filled with
the desire to make the teachings of simple honesty, of fair play, of conservative finance realities in American business and finance.
Our mandates from Congress are conservative ones - conservative in the
best New England sense of the vrord , That is clearly true in case of the
Securities Act of 1933, which merely requires that those who want to sell
securities to the public must tell the simple truth and make disclosure of all
material facts. That is also true of th~ Securities Exchange Act of 1934
which is designed to eliminate many of the artificial elements which have impaired the quality of securities markets from the viev{})ointof investors and
business. Recognition of the conservative standards of that Act has received
a tremendous impetus as a result of well-known events on the New York stock
Exchange during the last year. During the heat of battle over the Public
Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 the picture was frequently dra~~ of its
destructive qualities. But during the last year there has been greater and
greater recognition that that Act calls only for conservative practices - for
practices and standards designed to protect the industry itself and the
investors and consumers against financial wizardry, indiscretion, and excesses.
This has come about as a result of the fact that emotionalism has been on the
wane and business judgment and technical considerations have been on the ascendeney , Let me give you a few examples of ....
rhat, I mean,

We need not have elaborate statistical or financial studies to know that
ivrite-ups of property accounts or of investments have been the sand upon which
some holding company structures have been built. We know that in times of
stress and strain some of those structures have collapsed or have become
dangerously top heavy as a result of such practices. Under the Act the matter
of v.Tite-ups is hereafter our concern. It comes to us in several Yiays. Thus
on the issuance of securities by registered holding companies or their subsidiaries we must satisfy ourselves that the security is reasonably adapted
to the earning power of the issuer. It is also our duty to prevent the payment of dividends out of capital; to prevent the payment of dividends which
will impair the financial integrity of companies in the holding company system.
As a result of these and other provisions of the Act the detection of writeups is a continuous necessity; the elimination of write-ups is frequently essential. The work which we and the industry have been doing on this problem
has led to extremely significant results. The e.limination of write-ups by
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voluntary act of the industry has become truly fashionable. Published results
to date tell only a fraction of the story. In mffi1Yutility offices today
elaborate plans are under way to restate these accounts along conservative
lines. This will entail the elimination of many millions of dollars of water
from utility structures. Many of these efforts will bear fruit soon; others
will take longer, since in some cases delicate operations are necessary. But
greater progress is being made. And one utility executive recently told me,
IIGiveme time, and the elimination of write-ups is not only theoretically
sound, it is desirable as a cold practical proposition.1I And another company
official called us up on the telephone and said,IIWewant to eliminate some
write-ups in our system. Will you show us how to do it under the Act.1I So
when the eliIilinationof write-ups becomes, as it has, thl::"fashionable thing to
dOll,we can rest assured that the practical men in the industry have found in
the letter and spirit of the Act provisions which appeal to the judgment and
instincts of conservative financial men.
Another example of conservative practices D1stilled through the Act
relates to the creation of debt by holding companies. Under the Act holding
companies can issue bonds only under exceptional circumstances. The purpose
of the restrictions is clear. They were partially designed to eliminate unsecured bonds which had behind them only a portfolio of common stock or other
securities and hence by conservative standards did not warrant the normal
connotation of that term. Furthermore, they were designed to protect the
holding company itself from unsound capital structures; they had as their purpose creation of capital structures of holding companies composed essentially
of stock, preferably cormnon stock so that the ups and dovms of cyclical trends
could be more readily weathered. The other day a prominent holding company
executive was in my office. He had caused his holding company many years back
to issue debentures. He was relating to me the headaches which those debentures had caused him. In times of great prosperity, he said, the enormous
leverage in the stock which was in the holding company portfolio, made those
debentures seem as strong as Gibraltar. But when markets declined and earnings
fell, those debentures ivith their promise to pay and vdth their heavy interest
requirements became the bane of his existence. Only by Herculean efforts could
he save his entire holding company structure from complete collapse. On the
basis of that experience he vehemently pounded my desk saying, "Never let any
holding company issue any debt ;" Like the Hungarians, his motto was not just
llNolI;it was II
No, no, neverll• Here was an executive of broad experience adopting on the basis of his orm eA~eriGnce a conservative standard of finance - a
conservative standard which the Congress nTote into the Act in modified form
in 1935.

That Act is replete vdth similar examples. Thus there is the prOV1Slon
which makes it possible for a holding company to have children Qnd grandchildren but not relatives of a more distant relationship. Men of the world
of finance approve that general standard. They approve (at least all to whom
I have talked do) because they know on the basis of experience that onee a
top-heavy holding company structure is created, with tier upon tier of companies, it tak0s not only a higher mathematician but a magician as well to
figure out what the third preferred stock (not to mention the fourth preferred
or the common) in the top company r0ally is worth. The technical men and the
policy men in the industry silently approvL in practice as well as in theory
such examples of conservative financial practices.
And aside from the normal conservative practice which the Act instills
there are other provisions vmich reduce the risks of extravagant practices in
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company only a few weeks ago. This operating company had had a good record.
It operated exclusively in one state. It was proud of its intra-state character. Its securities were largely held locally. Years ago it suddenly awoke
to the fact that a far-distant and foreign holding company was silently acquiring its stock for purposes of control. The management was startled at
the prospect ~~d saw happening to them, if the foreign raider was successful,
what had happened to other local companies, viz., a siphoning off of their
assets to some distant financial center. Workinz feverishly, it and its lawyers worked out an elaborate scheme to prevent such control from being acquired.
Without going into details, suffice it to say that they created a holding company of their own with an elaborate voting trust as well; and sought deposit of
the outstanding voting securities. With that legal paraphernalia (too elaborate to discuss here in detail) the contest was on. The local company moved
with sufficient dispatch substantially to thwart the plans of the foreign
holding company raider. But the complicated holding company structure which
was created to accomplish that result remained, piled on top of this operating
company and making cumbersome its every act. In fact that top structure was
viewed by the company itself as somewhat of a monstrosity. To those who are
proud of their local companies, who desire to keep them local, who desire to
prevent them from becoming overnight a mere pocket in a foreign holding company system, the Act is a great comfort, For the Act places great restrictions
on such acquisitions. They can be made only after public hearing before us
vr.ithopportunity for interested parties to be heard and then only on our approval.
From the vie\~oint of those who desire to keep their utility industry at
home, or in many cases to bring it back home, the Act holds great promise of
comfort in other respects. As you know, the Act contains standards for geographical integration of holding company systems. As a general rule (there
are exceptions) it provides that a holding company must confine itself to a
single, geographically integrated system. The Congress discarded the lIscatberatdon'' theory vmich would permit far-flung scattered properties to be
pulled together into one huge utility empire. The Congress decided in favor of
integrated local or regional systems, closely knit, compact, and confined geographic~ly.
I personally think Congress decided vascly. But whatever may be
anyone person's view as to the soundness of that decision, that mandate is the
law of the land. And it is gaining enormous practical appeal to numerous local
or regional interGsts or groups. ; Local leaders (including investment bankers)
~are fast awakening to the realization that here is a grand and superb oppor~tunity to free their home or regional onterprises from remote control. Re-sponsible citizens from a number of states h~ve conferred in my office during
the last few months on their paper plffi1sto reconstruct various utility
properties along state or regional lines. Many who have been seriously intent
on bringing control of home industry closer to home now soe a way of doing it.
How these tentative plans vall work out, is too early to predict. - Certainly,
we are going to give a right-of-way to the plans, desires, and pro'grams of the
industry, so far ~s reasonably consistent ~~th the standards of the Act. I
merely emphasize at this point the opportunity, now being realized for the
first time, for those who desire to keep their bQsic industries at home.
These matters are, as I have said, illustrative of the conserv~tive business and financial standards which pervade our statutes. They point up and
illustrate one of the real reasons why a genuine business and financial

-4leadership is guilty not of supine submission to lIcrack-potlltheory but of
conservative stewardship of old-fashioned standards, when it puts its shoulder
to the wheel with us to make these statutes living realities.
And that leadership exists. It is fast emerging. That leadershi? is accepting the principle of the supremacy of the law as evidenced by the mandates
of Congress. That leadership has abandoned the use of political techniques
which too often were employed in an endeavor to win in newspapers victories
denied them in the legislature. It is a leadership tackling in a sane, hardheaded, practical way the problems of reconstruction.
The President of the New York Stock Exchange, William McO. Martin, Jr.,
recently has stated the philosophy of that type of l~adership as follows:
liTheStock Exchange welcomes government regulation and supervision. This
does not mean that we have surrendered any of our independence. It does
not mean that we have subordinated our ovm judgment or that we have
relinquished our adnurri st.r-at.Lve control. It does not imply supine submission. It meffi1Ssimply that we recognize that our government, vdth full
authority from Congress, has set up regulation in our interest and in the
public's interest.
"We have a joint responsibility with the government to see that the people
of this country have as sane, as honest and as efficient a market as it is
humanly possible to provide. The old maxim, 'To govern well, govern
little,' will not be applied by thinkir~ people today to our problem. We
do not regard government as a necessary evil. Our government should be
our greatest pride and a part of the very fabric of our lives."
The rank and file of business and finance will follow such leadership.
When those in our foremost exchange set that pace and adopt that policy, they
established the standards for our smaller exchanges. By their words mld deeds
they have pointed the way for enlightened business leadership in athol' circles.
Such leadership is contagious. The New York Stock Exchange having pointed the
way, others follovr. I need only cite tho case of the New York Curb Exchange
which, on no prompting from Washington, recently has voluntarily undertaken to
reorganize itself along modern, progressive lines - in light of the too long
forgotten standard that stock exchanges are public institutions, not private
clubs; public markets, not casinoes.

"

ThCl.tclimate of opinion, by virtue of the acts of a few, is today pervading all of our securities markets. It is not restricted to the stock exchanges.
It is spreading fast throughout the sprawling, unorgm1ized over-the-counter
m2rkets. There has been a growing realization of the desirability for and need
of constructive leadership there. That such leadership in the over-the-counter
markets is fast emerging is evidenced by the fact that investment bankers,
brokers, ~d dealers (many from this city) joined forces .v.iththe S. E. C. at
the last Congress to duplicate in the over-the-counter field the type of
regulation which the Congress im,osed upon the stock exchanges. It is evidenced by the fact that those groups are !lO'V1 wor-king wi.th us to establish a
patrol and supervision over those markets comparable to that which exists today
over the exchange markets.
That kind of leadership is now ~sscrtinG itself in the private utility
field. Utility executives arc taking the mandates of Congress under the Holding Company Act both seriously and constructively. I have seen (in confidence)
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many of their far-flung but tentative plans to put their utility houses in
order. I have listened, in private conferences, to their ambitious programs
to comply with the letter and the spirit of that Act. I have heard the voices
of some of then ring with conviction, as they vowed that they would emerge from
the so-called IIdeath II sentence (which the President proper-Ly called the
"healthll sentence) with sounder and better systems than they had when they
entered. I have seen them slowly bringing their technical men and their investment bankers into the picture to devise ways and means of doing the technical, ?ractical job of reconstruction. Concrete, tangible evidence of this is
contained in the news which we released today. You vdll recall that on Aug. 3,
1938, we wrote the registered holding companies to submit to us not later than
December 1, 1938, their plans and programs, though tentativ~, for compliance
with the provisions of Section 11 relating to geoeraphical integration and
corporate simplification. By November 1, 1933, North American (a ~900,000,000
holding company system), United Light and Power (a $600,000,000 holding company
system) as well as two small holding compani0s had submitted informally and
confidentially their plans for comp'Ltance , When companies arc coming in, a
month in advance of the schedule, I can moet assuredly say that progress is
being made.
These men in these various fields aro creating a ne~ climate of opinion
a climate of opinion of confidence in their ovm enterprises; of respect for the
law; of an honast, intelligent working r61ationshi~ vuth their government; of
confidence in themselves to meet the demands of the n8"\'l order. The leadership
which a few have boen providinr£ in these fields can be provided by the few in
other fields. The brains, the courage, and the imagination are there to do it.
It needs only the vall to do it and the modus operandi.
First, as to the vdll to do it. In spe~{ing of the vdll on the part of
business and finance to assume a position of leadership I need not rest on any
sentimental reason - on any renaissance of social consciousness; on any discard
of one political and social philosophy for another. Such factors mayor may
not be present. I do not deprecate them. But I think that the results we have
been obtaining may be appraised at quite different levels. From the point of
view of getting the job done, of adopting conservative standards for financial
practices, of realizing th8 benefits of n sound reconstruction, tho factor of
sound business judgment itself is of sufficient impelling Lmportance.
Under our administrativG form of government, the preservation for business
of the principle of self-determination is nOG only possible; it is practicable.
Such an administrative agency as the Securitios and Exchange Commission has
certain flexibility and certain discretion in dealing vdth the problems
assigned to it by Congress. That flexibility and discretion are provided in
the law itself ffi1dare circumscribed by the law. The objectives are prescribed
by Congress as are the standards to be ap?lied in reaching those objectives.
We can change neither. At times, the Congress has given such an agency little
or no discretion except as to method. In w~ny cases such discrotion takes the
form of a choice between direct action by the government or joint cooperative
action between government and the particular industry being regulated. Some
have regarded the very existence of such altern&tives as alarming examples of
government by discretion. But thoso are prone to overlook a very fundamontal
consideration, namely, that Congress by tllatmethod has preserved for business
a great deal of the democratic principle of self-determination.
That principle has been recognized throughout the entire history of the
Securities and Exchange Commission. The Commission under its first Chairman,
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Ambassador Joseph P. Kelliledy,gave it ready recognition by calling in at our
conference tables Inany leaders from industry, together with outstanding accountants and financial experts to help us translate the requirements of the
Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities &~change Act of 1934 into registration procedures which would provide the desired information with minimum inconvenience to business. This pattern was followed and further applied in a
similar manner by the Commission under its next Chairman, Dean Jmnes M. Landis~
And we are still moving fOl~vard in that strong tradition.
I have already referred to the stock exchange problems. I doubt if anyone
would have predicted five years ago the changes that have been accomplished in
the New York Stock Exchange. Yet such ch<LYJ.ges
took place within less than the
period of a single year. A year ago at this time that Exchange seemed destined
to a period of strict prescription by tne gnverruuent. Today it is outstanding
as an institution ~nich has firmly taken its destiny into its Olm h&nds. For
our part, we are only too gl~d to be able to aSSUOillan increasingly residual
role. At the same time, thera has been an increasing awareness in financial
circles that the stock exchange's path to bettor business lay in taking advantage of opportunities, which administrative law offered, to work out 'with
government the methods of r-eaching objectives embodiod in the law.

-/

Those men about whom you have been reading lately in connection vlith
!
public utility cooperation ,vith govcrmaent are also realistic business men. As
I have already indicated, the Holding Company Act gives us t~o choices as to
how we shall proceed toward the objectives of geographical integration and
corporate simplification. That Act in eff~ct says that we may propose plans
and work out ourselves the blue prints for the reorganization of mnerica's
holding company system. We may ourselves tell the various systems which propc~
ti0s t.hey may hold and which ones they must sell. On the other hand, we may
consider plans voluntarily submitted by those systems. So long as it seems
likely to work aYJ.dto produce results; so long as there is rGal progress, we
are going to pursue the latter course. If I were a business man, I would
prefGr that the S. E. C. do precisely that. I would want to make the original
suggestions as to hoy; my company could and should be reorganized, how my system
could and should meet the requirements of the Act. I woul.d want to try to work
out my ovm vi.cws for the trading of propcrties ','nthother syst.ems in conformity
with the requirements of geographical integration. Furthermore, I would get
the benefit of having matters of policy decided on the facts of my case and
vr.iththe b0nefit of my advocacy. I would thus r.Linimizethe risk of precedents
based on the facts of somebody else's company m1d after tho inferior advocacy
of somebody else's Inwyer. I would realize that while I might not in the end
get everything I warrt.ed , I would if I pe.rticipD.tedactively in the dcvelopment
of the program, at least minimize the chance of my hopes or desire being ovurlooked or inadequately considored, or of gotting something wholly unaccoptable.
And that, I believe, is precisely vnlat is hnppening. There has been nll along
the line a renaissance of good business judgment.
.J

And I might add, parenthetically, that the realization on the part of investment bankers of the enormous und81~Titine and distribution job involved in
all of these progrruns is begir~ing to provide something of a profit-motive
spark plug in the whole process. At least wherever that has appeared, the
wheels have begun to turn •
.~

Thore, it seems to me, is the real story behind this encouraging improvement in the rolations bct~een govornmont and business.
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So much for the will on the part of business and finance to assume a position of leadership. Now as to ll).odus
operandi. Perhaps after the comments
which follow, I should make a slight apology, in private if not in public, to
my lawyer friends. For my formula on ~
ooerandi is to Leave the lawyers
out of it. At one of our hearings a few years ago, the late Grayson M.-P.
Murphy with his usual sparkling humor commented from the witness stand that the
surest way of producing a real case of the jitters was to give a high powered
New York lawyer a few minutes to work on a high powered New. York banker.
However that may be, I can state the following undisputable facts of record.
In the first place the progressive program worked out between the New York
Steck Exchange and the S. E. C. and now in process of being consunll~atedwas
done ~~thout benefit of counsel. In the second place, the rapid strides being
made by the utility industry to work constructively vvith the S. E. C. in
developing a holding company. act program ~as like~~se accomplished ,vithout any
intermediary in the form of lav~er or othor,vise. That is fact number one.
Fact number two is this. Once the Lawyer-s disappeared from the holding company
scene and the executives of those companies sat dOVlTlfor direct conversation
wi.th me and my colleagues, peace and harmony began gently to settle over the
entire scene. That in turn may be nothing but a coincidence. But to those who
are thinking in terms of modus onerandi, I do not think it is entirely
irrelevant.
These experiences vYith the stock exchanges, the over-the-counter markets,
and the utilities have made a deep impression on me. They ha.ve convinced me
that at least a semblance of that quality of solidarity which is obtained in
times of war is not impossible in times of peace. And they have convinced me
that that type of solidarity in times of peace, unlike solidarity in times of
war, may even be of a more enduring quality ospecially where it is founded not
merely upon sentiment but upon hard-headed, practical considerations.
And I recently had another experience which made a similar deep impression
on me in terms of the relationship between business and government. The
National Emergency Power Committee (of which Assistant Secretary of ~ar Johnson
is Chairman, and of which I am a member) has been studying in the last few
months the povrer requirements of this country in the event of war. Some weeks
ago we comploted our preliminary survey and had estimated the:amount of shortage and the industrial centers where such shortage existed. Thereupon we
called into our executive sossion tho executives of the various utility companies whose capacities would have to bo increased in order to meot these
emergency requirements. The meeting was devoted to a discussion of the &mount
of power required in fifteen industrial cities. The method of obtaining that
additional power had not at that. t1me been developed; nor was there any reference to methods of financing th8 incraaso, to costs of financing, or to th3
allocation of such costs among the various priVate companies. In other words,
no one company could tell, on the basis of the data discussed, hov much it
would cost that company, whether tho additional investment would or would not
be profitable, uhether the end result would be a burden or loss to the several
companies involved. Those phases of the matter were nec8ssarily conjectural
not only because of the lack of details, but also because the whole progrma
was to take care of the evcntuility of TIar - a condition which might or might
not arise.
But at the end of the conference a poll of the several utility ex<;cutives
was taken. One by on0 they were asked if they would support this war program;
if each would pledge his share of this new construction. And one by one they
replied - each stating without hesitation or condition that he would carry his

-8portion of the burden; each pledging his cooperation, not to the War Department
but to the Administration and the various agencies and departments represented
on the Committee, in furtherance of this program. And as the meeting broke up
and we walked dovm the hall, I turned to the Chairman and I said, lIMr.Secretary, that was a most significant performance. Against the background of years
of litigation on various fronts, it was especially impressive. For here were
men willing to make sacrifices, if necessary, for furtherance of a national
program, Here were men not asking how. Here were men not saying I Yes, but'.
Here were men not hesitating a single second to pledge their support. By what
method, by what magic, can we obtain in the atmosphere of peace and for the
broad objectives of peace such v/holehearted response and cooperation as we have
just obba.ined for the objecti V;JS of y:ar?lI
Alldthere came to my mind the portrait of the ancient Chinese physician of
the 5th CenturJ B. C., who was the great healer of his day. The portrait shows
him girt with ropes of herbs and minerals which he had collected from various
parts of th-J earth for their medicinal qualities. But they had failed him.
Alld deep in thought he walks beside a placid lake upon whOSe unruffled surface
the moon's reflection rests. Ile reaches out his hands towards t.he nar-ror-cd
image and exclairns, IlAb, if only I could gather up the healing properties in
the moon as well, I would cure all of mom's ills. II JJ
TIherev~r the scarc~ for those qualities, which will fuse the Gnergios of
governmont and business, may load, I am convinced that their discovery vall be
a positive force for democracy and capitalism. For by their discovery, we will
have placed deep in the national consciousness a philosophy whose curative
qualities may have allnostmystic effects. That is why this new onlightencd
business lec:.dership,accepting the philosophy of the new Legd al.atd.ve program,
holds such great promise.
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Draper, Disease and the Man (MacMillan Co. 1930).

